




















sentenceAbased# corpus,# which# my# colleagues# Motoei# Sawaki,# Chistsuko# Fukushima# and# I# have# been#
engaged#in#these#13#years.#The#Tokunoshima#dialect# is# in#a#highly#critical#situation,#so#it# is#urgent#that#
we#now#describe#the#local#speech#of#the#island,#which#until#now#lacked#fullAscale#dictionaries.#We#have#a#
wellAtrained# informant# Takahiro# Okamura,# who# completed# his# original# translation# of# "Two# Thousand#
Sentences#of#Japanese”#by#Shigeo#Kawamoto#into#his#Asama#dialect#with#us.#“Two#Thousand#Sentences#
of#Tokunoshima#dialect”#so#vividly#reflected#the#local#life#that#it#led#us#to#make#full#use#of#the#data#as#a#
digital# dictionary# of# sentences# with# various# searching# functions,# about# which# we# have# previously#
reported# at# the# International# Society# for# Dialectologists# and# Geolinguists# (SIDG)# conferences.# Here# I#










Amami,# Japón)# a# partir# de# un# corpus# basado# en# frases,# en# el# cual# han# participado# Motoei# Sawaki,#
Chitsuko#Fukushima#y#Yumi#Nakajima#en#los#trece#últimos#años.#El#dialecto#de#Tokunoshima#está#en#una#
situación#muy#crítica,#por# lo#que#es#urgente#que#ahora#se#describa#el#habla# local#de# la# isla,#que#hasta#







su#dialecto#Asama.#Las#“Dos#mil# frases#del#dialecto#de#Tokunoshima”# reflejan# tan#vívidamente# la#vida#
local# que# hemos# hecho# pleno# uso# de# esos# datos# para# elaborar# un# diccionario# digital# de# las# frases#
obtenidas#que#permite#varias#funciones#de#búsqueda,#y#sobre#el#que#se#ha#informado#en#conferencias#
anteriores# de# la# International# Society# for# Dialectologists# and# Geolinguists# (SIDG).# Aquí# se# esbozan#









Up# until# now,# I# have# already# reported# on# our# project#with#Motoei# Sawaki# and#
Chitsuko# Fukushima#—# that# is,# an# attempt# to#make# a# dictionary# through# the# use# of#
sentence# data#—#more# than# once# at# the# International# Society# of#Dialectologists# and#
Geolinguists#(SIDG),1#and#would#like#to#refer#readers#to#those#reports#in#regards#to#the#
overview#and# the# structure#of# the#data.#Within# this# article,# however,# I#would# like# to#
introduce# again# how# the# project# began,# and# the# path# that# we# followed# thereafter,#
summarizing#along#the#way#the#advantages#and#problems#that#we#discovered.#
We# three#—#Sawaki,# Fukushima#and#Nakajima#—#began#our# research# activities#
towards#the#construction#of#a#dictionary#of#the#Tokunoshima#dialect#in#2000.#However,#
efforts# to# record# the# Tokunoshima# dialect# can# be# traced# back# to# two# linguistic#
geographical# surveys# conducted# in# 1975# and# 1976# under# the# leadership# of# Takesi#
Sibata.# Having# taken# on# the# challenge# of# linguisticAgeographical# surveying# all# of# the#
villages#two#times#with#over#20#researchers,#these#surveys#confirmed#the#reality#of#the#




                                                
1#M.#Sawaki,#Y.#Nakajima,#C.#Fukushima,#“Dialect#Corpus#as#a#Resource#for#Dialect#Dictionary”,#4th#SIDG,#
Riga# (2003);# “The#Making# of# a#Multimedia# Dialect# Dictionary# as# a# Database# with# Indexes# and# CrossA











Having# awoken# to# the# fascination# of# his# own# dialect# through# Sibata’s#
encouragement,#Okamura# came# from#his# post# in# Amami#Oshima# to# Tokunoshima# to#
cooperate# with# the# 1975A1976# surveys.# Okamura# supplied# us# with# invaluable#
information#as#an#informant#for#the#conveniences#of#the#surveys,#and#with#his#naturally#
cheerful# character# we# soon# found# ourselves# hitting# it# off# swimmingly.# Afterwards,#







position# as# a# junior# high# school# teacher,# and# began# a# free# life# of# retirement# in# his#






act#as# interpreters# to# finally#make#communication.#However,# the# social# changes# that#
occurred#in#the#years#afterwards#led#to#the#transformation#of#life#on#the#island,#which#
naturally# also#had#an# influence#on# the# language#as#well.# The#unique#phonetic# points#
that# characterize# the# Ryukyu# and# Amami# dialects# such# as# the# glottal# stops# that#
accompanies# the# beginning# of# vowels,# the# glottalization# of# consonants,# and# central#










was# still#possible,# and#began#our#activities# the# following#year.#As# regards# the#Amami#
islands,# there# is# one# superior#dictionary#on# the#Yoron# island#dialect# compiled#by# the#
invaluable#speaker#Chiyo#Kiku,#as#well#as#on#the#Amami#Oshima#dialect#by#Suma#Nagata#
et.al.,# but# aside# from#a# few#vocabulary# lists,# there#was#no# comprehensive#dictionary#
whatsoever# on# the# Tokunoshima# dialect.# One# of# the# reasons# that# it# was# difficult# to#




traditional# methods,# like# collecting# vocabulary# or# building# up# a# bank# of# word#
interpretations.# With# that,# over# our# everAanticipated# summer# vacation# we# settled#
down# into# the# island,# starting# by# redoing# the# basic# lexical# surveys# while# getting#
ourselves#covered#in#sweat.#
Okamura# is# a# great# lover# of# languages;# having# also# been# raised# by# his#
grandmother# as# a# youth,# he# remembered# many# of# the# words# from# the# older#
generations.# Conversations#would# start#with# the# differences# between# the# dialects# in#










the# word# iori# or# a# hermitage?# But# the# same# skull# is# called# a# [ko:bI]# when# it’s# been#
                                                
2#We#introduced#a#rough#phonemic#transcription#of#the#Tokunoshima#dialect#in#Roman#characters#using#










pumpkins# are# called# [to:cIbu:ru],# which# reminds# me# that# wasp# nests,# since# they’re#
shaped# like# pumpkins,# are# called# [cIburIba:cI].# For# head,# there’s# also# [’ukkaN],# and# I#
think#this#is#from#okanmuri,#or#a#crown,#but#people#with#big#head#are#called#['ukkaNnu#




Amami,# and# when# they# became# more# semantically# limited,# making# it# extremely#
fascinating.#These#descriptions#have#great#value# in# regard#to# the#history#of# Japanese,#
and#the#cultures#and#customs#which#form#their#background#could#lead#to#ethnographic#
discoveries.#(The#notes#that#I#sorted#through#for#body#parts#starting#with#word#No.#1,#
head,# to#word#No.# 49,#wound,# came# to# 16#A4Asize# pages# of# descriptions,# and#would#





While! the!work! is! fun,! how!many! years!will! it! take! to! collect! and! organize! the!
1,000!basic!words!like!this?!To!what!level!should!we!expand!the!list!of!related!words,!
and!build!interpretation!banks!for!them?!How!much!can!we!really!do,!given!how!much!
time!we!need!with!our!abilities! just! to!determine! the! form!of! the!words! themselves?!














on# Henri# Frei’s# Le! Livre! des! Deux! Mille! Phrases# (1951),# Two! Thousand! Japanese!
Sentences#was#written#in#Japanese#with#its#own#free#ideas;#when#we#were#students,#we#
used# it# for# things# such#as# comparing# sentence#patterns# in# various# languages,#but#we#
had# forgotten# about# it# after# that.# We# brought# it# out# thinking# we# could# use# it# as# a#
reference#to#make#example#sentences#for#each#index#word.##
While#there#are#several#collections#of#example#sentences#from#which#one#could#







knows#how#much#concentration#he#drained# into# it,#but#after# just#two#months#passed#
Two! Thousand! Sentences# of# the# Tokunoshima# Dialect# was# completely# done.#
Overflowing# with# vivid# dialectal# expressions,# we# found# ourselves# just# filled# with#
admiration# in# front#of# this#masterpiece#—#but# that#was#not# the#only# surprise.# There#
were# also# expressions# within# the# original# Japanese# version# that,# naturally,# were#
difficult#to#express,#as#is#in#dialect.#In#those#cases,#he#made#full#use#of#the#meaning#of#
the# sentences,# changing# them# to# expressions# that#would# be# natural# in# dialectal# life.#
There# were# also# cases# where# just# the# vocabulary# was# not# appropriate,# as# well# as#
examples#were#the#settings#themselves#would#be#difficult#to#imagine#within#life#on#the#
island.# In# order# that# we# could# know# how# the# process# went,# Okamura# also# supplied#
literal# retranslations# back# into# standard# Japanese# from# the# dialect# examples# that# he#
made.#
We#began#to#grope#about#for#ways#that#we#could#utilize#these#great#results,#and#
the# first# thing# that# was# needed# for# that# was# to# decide# on# how# to# transcribe# the#
examples#—#which# necessitates#work# on# a# computer# using# an# enormous# amount# of#
data.# We# decided# then# to# use# a# modified# phonemic# transcription# using# roman#
characters#on#the#basic#data,#setting#up#a#system#for#transcribing#the#dialect#only#using#























how# the# dialectal# expressions# corresponded# to# standard# Japanese# was#much# better#
having# looked#at#these#translations,#which#should#also#be#the#same#for#young#people#
on#the#island,#as#well.#Is#there#no#way#to#use#these#translations?#
It# turns#out# that# the#data# from#2)#would# itself#come#to#have#a#huge#role# in# the#
utilization#of#sentence#data#later#on.#That#was#because#we#realized#that#by#organizing#
2)# as# a# key# with# their# corresponding# dialectal# sentences,# we# could# create# a# simple#
dictionary.# This# was# the# advantage# of# using# literal# translations.# However,# there# are#




Thus#we# decided# to# utilize#phrases#made# up# of# substantives! +! ancillary#words.#

















phrases:# tarugadaN# # ja:du# # # # ‘uccjuNda:#
structure:# # #




nonAsubstantives# in# order# to# understand# the# grammar.# However,# at# this# stage# the#
analysis#of# the#endings# for#verbs,#adjectives#and#auxiliaries#had#really#not#been#at#all#
developed# yet,# and# it#was# also# possible# that#within# this# dialect,# nouns# and# particles#
























the# Two# Thousand# dialectic# sentences.# We! definitely! want! to! utilize! the! basic!
vocabulary! data! we! organized! —! and! wouldn’t! it! be! ideal! if! we! could! have! videos!
showing!how!Okamura!was!pronouncing!them?#Our#dreams#got#bigger#and#bigger,#and#
I# started# preparations# to# record# audio# and# video# versions# of# Okamura# reading# the#
sentences.##
I#was# in# the#midst#of# these#preparations,#however,#when# I#was# shocked# to# find#
that# there# were# inadequacies# in# the# Two! Thousand! sentences# themselves.# When# I#
collated#the#phrases#together,#there#were#cases#where#the#literal#translations#and#the#
dialects# failed# to# correspond,# or# that# there# were# phrases# without# anything# to#
correspond#to#altogether.#There#were#some#incomprehensible#things#and#some#simple#
mistakes,# too,# but# partially# due# to# our# lack# of# understanding,# I# could# not# always#
determine#whether# the#correspondences#were#accurate.# I#had#been# in# charge#of# the#
data#checks,#and#I#felt#like#everything#around#me#went#black#—#but#this#was#all#just#the#
fact# that# I# did# not# come# face# to# face#with# the# Tokunoshima#dialects# coming#back# to#











However,# these# labors#were#extremely# stimulating,# and#most# importantly,# they#
were#effective# in#bringing#up#our#understanding#of# the#dialect.#How#did#we#examine#
















first# dibs,# only# to# find# my# body# glowing# throughout# the# night,# unable# to# sleep.#





suru# (to#be#disappointed;#0911:# I#was#disappointed# in#him).#Okamura#claimed# that# it#
was#difficult# to# say# that#one# is#gakkari# (disappointed)# in# regards# to#a#human.#So,#we#
tried# several# times# to# come# up# with# examples# that# would# express# that# one# is#
disappointed# with# some# unexpected# thing,# but# nothing# really# felt# right.# When# we#
finally#came#up#with#the#expression#kotoshi!wa!mikan!ga!taberareru!to!omotta!no!ni,!
kaze! ni! yararete! gakkari! shiteiru# (I# thought# that# I# would# be# able# to# eat# mandarin#
oranges#this#year,#but#they#got#destroyed#by#the#wind#and#I’m#disappointed),#we#put#
our# hands# together# in# joy.# Actually,# this# very# situation# came# to# reality# in# 2011.# That#
May,# an# out# of# season# typhoon# lingered# over# the# Amami# islands,# leading# to# strong#
winds#blowing#the#mandarin#orange#flowers#away#right#when#they#were#to#bloom;#the#
mandarin# orange# orchards#were# completely# destroyed,# striking# great# damage# to# the#
island#industry.#That#winter#when#I#went#to#Okamura’s#house#and#visited#his#garden,#all#
of# the#mandarin# orange# trees#were# cut# down,#making#me# think# that# this#must# have#
been#what#he#was#talking#about.##







gun# on# things# during# the# first# stages# of# work.# Once,# the# expression# soutou! hakaga!
ikimashou! ne# (let’s# make# progress# fast)# became# soutou! ka! ga! iru! deshou! ne! (there#








paperAversion# which# included# the# Two! Thousand! Sentences# with# the# four# different#
versions,#a#list#of#the#phrases#in#the#dialect#and#their#corresponding#standard#Japanese#
—# e.g.,# a# simple# dictionary# —# as# well# as# the# results# of# the# verb# declensions# that#
Fukushima#had#been#working#on.#In#2009,#the#electronic#data#versions#that#Sawaki#had#
devised#and# the#audio#and#visual#data#were#all# put# together,# and# included#as#a#DVD#
attached#to#the#revised#paperAcopy.##
Our#“dictionary”#completely#evolved#into#something#we#never#anticipated,#but#of#
course,# this# is# just# one# step# on# the# road# towards# getting# the# final# dictionary.# As#
described#above,#our#next#job#is#to#divide#the#phrases,#and#determine#the#morphemic#
and#phonemic#functions#of#the#nonAsubstantives.#Sawaki,#feeling#that#a#tagged#corpus#
was# essential,# is# now# wrestling# with# XML# programming# in# order# to# find# the# best#
method# for# doing# so.# I# am# currently# transcribing# the# smallest#morphemic# units# and#




Today,# it# is# perfectly# fine# for# there# to# be#many# different# types# of# dictionaries.#
Especially#now#that#IT#skills#have#become#so#much#more#familiar#to#us#all,#there#is#no#










to# search# for# all# of# the# word# forms# at# once,# making# it# possible# to# compare# recent#
usages,# idiomatic# phrases# as# well# as# even# things# like# how# conjugations# and# variant#
forms# are# being# used.# These# offer# conveniences# that# a# paper# dictionary# cannot,# but#
there# are# good# points# about# a# paper# dictionary,# too.# To# taste# the# unfettered#
expressivity#of#the#dialect,#one#finds#oneself#wanting#a#paper#copy.##
We#gave#our#best#effort#in#creating#Two!Thousand!Sentences!of!the!Tokunoshima!
Dialect!to#make#sure#that#a#sense#of# life#on#the# island#came#through,# that# it#was#not#
some#tiring#expressions#of# the#old#days,#but# rather#a# reflection#of#current# life#on#the#
island,#where# people# go# to# Tokyo# by# airplane# and#watch# television# every# day.# If# the#
sentences# reflect# that# life# well,# and# are# interesting,# then# they# should# be# easy# to#
remember;#and#if#one#remembers#the#phrases,#then#it#is#easy#to#make#new#sentences#




this#way,#a# sentence#dictionary#can#be#used#as#a# set#with#data#on# the#elements# that#





to# see#how#much# the#dialect#was#currently#being#used# throughout# the# island.3#There#
are#many# people# in# their# 40s#who# still# understand# the# language#of# their# elders,# and#
who#hope#to#spread#the#island’s#dialect#down#to#the#children.#However,#young#people#
feel# that# “they# don’t# know#what# to# say”# or# “it’s# embarrassing# to# say# it#wrong”,# and#
appear# to#be#hesitant# to#use# the#dialect.#Our#hope# is# that#we#can#make#a#dictionary#
that#will#not#just#be#a#record#of#what#words#that#used#to#be#used#meant,#but#rather#a#
                                                
3#The#report#is#published#on#the#following#website:##
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